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Joan of Arc slumped in the fetal position at
the stake; the roar of burning embers and smoke
at one with the miraculous forest voices at the end.

Sidney Bernard
Beyond Mortal Limit & Time
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The Hair of Graves — Bill Freedman

Her stone lies flat,
her name and years of passing through
obscured by weeds and grass
as she is.
Nothing stands
to call to passers-by or catch an eye.
One would trip or trod on her
to find her, or kneel
and part the tangled hair
to imagine hers, at six
or twelve or seventeen,
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when grandma brushed it back
and tugged when something caught
and said “hold still,”

but did not mean like this.
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Socked-In — Ellaraine Lockie

Fires frame the farm town from a distance
It could be a daguerreotype
Smoke instead of iodine vapors
Coating elevators, trees, houses and inhabitants
An anemic blue after the August
Drain of vital fluids

Ripened wheat, cheat grass and wildflowers
Stand in stiff suspense
Tumbleweeds still as headstones
Wait for the wind held
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At bay by a bulwark of gray
A bowl flipped over by fire’s child
Heat like blurry vision
Waves in the domed cell

No swoosh escapes from cottonwoods
Nor flutter of field pheasant wings
Cricket percussion no longer pulses
The prairie has stopped breathing
In town blackened lungs stay housebound
All of it under the vicarious fever
Of a blood red sun
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Ruin — James Penha
Ayutthaya, Thailand 

Beside the Bodhi tree 
in a crescendo of hueful attraction 
the chameleon’s is the only head 

remaining on bare brick 
and stones, 

a bust weary of floods 
and tremors 

and the ends of civilizations, 
atop still crossed legs 

and a hand 
for meditative birds. 
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There are, 
says Wat Mahatat, 

many lives 
to shade. 
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Fatal Attraction — Hugo DeSarro

A seagull with a twisted wing

On the shore stood wondering.

Relentless was the phantom hand

That held it hostage to the land.

Egyptian-eyed, resigned and mute,

Tremulous, yet resolute;

Waiting for the bane to end,

To ride the sun and wind again.
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Impatient, more impatient growing,

Anxious and anxiety showing,

Until, by instinct, not intent,

Driven by a sun near spent,

It set adrift upon the brine,

A galleon small with sails entwined,

And journeyed in an eerie light, 

In search of mercy in the night. 
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Daytona Beach — Holly Day

we were so tired we just fell into bed

glad for some quiet after the drag strip races down

International Speedway Drive, right outside the bedroom window

just me and my son, all six months of him

naked after our bath, alone in the dark

I think I used up the last of my angels

that night, didn’t realize I had left the front door

unlocked—tried to explain to the police

that I was new to the area
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I had no idea I had moved into

such a dangerous place

I don’t know why the person or people

who stole everything I owned

never checked the bedroom where the two of us lay

only took my stereo, my computer,

some CDs and tapes, my purse

left me with my life

and the baby in my arms
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Atmospheric Pressure — William Corner Clarke

On first entering

The sealed up room

They found a sheaf of letters

Tied with a rotting ribbon

Lying on a desk

When they tried to open them

A butterfly slipped out

Fluttered briefly

On a pair of ancient wings

Then turned to dust
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On a table nearby

There was a crystal vase

Filled to overflowing

With dead and dried up flowers

Yet the stirring of the air

Caused by their passage

Through her time

Was enough to let the scent

Of some forgotten summer

Bloom again
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Eventually

They found the cache of tapes

Inside a sideboard drawer

Mostly broken

Smashed deliberately

Or fused together by some contact

With excessive heat

Most probably from a household iron
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They spliced together what they could

And on the fragments they could hear

The woman speaking

Softly to herself

It seemed as if she just could not bear

To feel against her skin

The atmospheric pressure

Of all the suffering outside
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Red Neighbourhood — William Corner Clarke

All the doors were red
In the red neighbourhood

And the streets
Were white with heat

Shadow was unknown
In the red neighbourhood

No change from day to night
Just bright, unending light
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Every room in every house
Was filled with burning air

And everyone that lived there
Was made from smoke and fire

I remember when I saw you
In the red neighbourhood
Standing on the corner
Of Brimstone and Blood

I remember the scent
Of your naked flames

And the sorrow in your voice
When you called my name
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The Passion — Scott Owens

Was it the absence of God 
that left Joan of Arc
in the fetal position at the stake,
her body thrice-burned 
then scattered upon the waters?

She had given all,
life, name, peace
of inconsequence only to be called
madwoman, zealot, witch,
martyr, heretic, bitch.
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Cross in her bosom, another
before her, she called to what
causes she could name,
Michael, Catherine, Margaret,
then breathed Jesus at last.

What rightful cause could stand
idly by and watch
youth reduced to ashes,
consumed by a fire that started
long before taking up arms?
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The Alice Effect — B. R. Strahan

I swim through a tunnel of mirrors

Paddling against time’s undertow.

A cracked clown face leers back —

fat, thin, smiling, smeared

with greasy grief — it shatters

at my approach, each shard lodging

in an eye, a hand, a heart. . . 
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Joan of Arc Relics Found Poem — Richard Yurman

Bones thought to be the holy remains of French heroine Joan of Arc 
are in fact from an Egyptian mummy and a cat.

According to scientist Dr Phillipe Charlier, new forensic tests suggest 
the remains, a charred-looking human rib, chunks of what appear to 
be blackened wood, and a cat thigh bone, found in 1867 in a jar in a 
Paris pharmacy attic, along with a label claiming they were gathered 
at the stake where Joan was burned in 1431, actually date from 
between the third and sixth centuries BC.  

It was common practice in medieval Europe to throw black cats into 
the pyres of supposed witches.  However, analysis of the black crust 
covering the rib and the cat bone showed it was not caused by fire, 
but by an embalming mixture of wood resins, bitumen and malachite.
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The researchers speculate a 19th Century apothecary transformed 
mummy remains, often used in medieval times for medicinal purposes, 
into a fake relic.

Why remains a mystery.

“Probably not for money,” Dr. Charlier said.  
“Perhaps for religious reasons.” 

(BBC News Service, April 4, 2007)
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Revenge on Ice — Lynn Hoffman

There was this guy in Brooklyn once. 
He was trapped beneath a load of ice 
That was meant for a truck and 
Instead came down on his feet and legs and hip. 
Froze ‘em right to the concrete. 

It happened in Bensonhurst. 
Some people still kept their little treats in ice boxes: 
Six eggs, a peach, a newspaper full of fish heads. 
The crate that held the sawdust and the ice blocks 
Burst as it was being swung to its truck. 
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Instead of being distributed, 43 pounds at a time 
To the poor saps who didn’t have refrigerators, 
It was distributed across the lower half of this guy 
Who was standing below the crate with a notebook 
Recording the numbers of the truck and the driver and the blocks. 

Somebody called the cops, who came up from Bay Ridge 
Along 86th street to Bay Parkway, turning right. 
The cops, when they got there, called the Fire Department 
And the firemen swung their axes and turned on their hoses 
And tried not to laugh too hard or yell at the kids 
Who came to steal pieces of ice to suck on. 
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Thirty minutes after the box burst over this guy, 
The ice has melted, the sawdust is washed away 
And the guy is flipped like an egg onto a stretcher. 

Turns out that he never walked again 
The whisper was that he pissed through a tube 
For rest of his life. 

He lived for a couple of years at St. Margaret’s 
Drinking luke-warm tea and changing his own dressings. 
When she heard that he died 
From the infection that burned him up, 
My neighbor said: 
‘That poor man, he never got no revenge on the ice.  It just melted away.” 
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My Dream People — John Grey

My dreams can‘t help reviving dead people.
Everyone from grandparents to Lisa
hit by a drunk driver
become Lazarus when I sleep.
Even those I hardly knew get the resuscitation treatment,
like the kid in seventh grade who hung himself,
or the distant cousin, that I only ever saw at funerals,
most recently his own.

They’re in my house.  They’re in the bedroom.
They’re a hundred times more animated
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than they ever were in life.
Grandpa’s playing racquet ball.
Sid, the mailman is patting Ben, the Rottweiler.
Shaun, the suicide, is giving me the layout of the next world
though my head can’t hold the details.

Why them, I wonder.  Why not the living.
Why not the one in the bed beside me that I
profess to love absolutely,
but who rarely plays the lead in any dream.
My fantasies are weirdly populated.
My visions eschew central casting
for the outer edge of my personal universe.
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I don’t just surrender consciousness,
I send it back to where it came from,
the all-engulfing constant reverie
where the dead are dreaming me.
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Boy.  Apple.  Twenty-Seven — Bill Roberts

Marilyn, as she introduces herself,
is a neurologist almost my age.
She gazes deep into my eyes,
looking for trouble, I guess, though
I haven’t yet told her why I’m here.

It’s this ringing in my ears, I say.
I wonder if I have a tumor in there
somewhere that’s causing it —
at first one violin, now a whole
symphony orchestra full, all off-key.
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She still wonders if perhaps I’m sliding
Into Alzheimer’s, the basis of her practice,
And asks me to remember the words,
Boy.  Apple.  Twenty-seven.  B-A-T.
So, I commit them to memory.  Done.

Half an hour later, when she returns,
I repeat, Boy.  Apple.  Twenty-seven.
She smiles, completes her exam, and
Schedules me for an MRI in a week.
I walk out mumbling: boy, apple, twenty-seven.
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The MRI goes without a hitch, though
with more than a little bit of discomfort.
And noisy.  All through it, I repeat those
three words: boy, apple, twenty-seven,
over and over and over again.

I literally run into Dr. Marilyn several weeks
later in Whole Foods in the produce section.
I smile and say, boy, apple, twenty-seven.
She tries to smile, searches deep in my eyes,
and says, I don’t recall that we’ve met.

(Published in the May 2008 online issue of Word Riot)
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The Old Man Sings — Mary Clark

Over sand flats the Old Man raves
sunlight cresting on waves
the truth is out along the borders
roving the island seeking new orders
full of unrest, full of solace

A twisted morass bars his way
black thistle, buckthorn, and palm
rife with full-throated glory songs
roam above his outstretched arms
full of unrest, full of solace
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Plundering triumphant cries of raptors
rhapsody of warblers and wrens
weave around him as he traces
the hammock’s periphery in rapture
full of unrest, full of solace

From the magic circle the echo
of a willet’s scream: will it, will it
and the royal terns’ call to arms
lure him into the echo of time
full of unrest, full of solace
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The Old Man cups his ears to capture
the final alarm, the eternal song
a siren call of eternal pathos
in the flooding and the flowing out
full of unrest, full of solace

Branches scrape above him adagio
but there is no way into, no path
through the impenetrable morass
when even the tide goes out
full of life, full of death
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(Grandpa) Alfred’s Song — Russell Jaffe

1921: a horn on a bike.
Kids in caps like rising jellyfish
and you pumped your legs, kicking
up to your aerie apartment.
I prefer this rural life—

City bullies were mean
as the gnarl of hair clogging the drain.
The strands go in, around
like a formation and you look in the mirror
and see yourself crossed with lines, dropping hair
like coordinates.
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If we’re all little latitudes,
lines circumnavigating our own globe,
I chose the little green patch with no letters on it.
You, the big star circled with CHICAGO next to it.

Your big, round head lowers
and illuminates the room
filled with family you grandfather and
you’re sick again.

The family reads papers
and comes in and out with boxed
floppy green salads
and half empty soda cans—
means a lot.
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Portrait of an old man dying:
quiet thick like a wedding cake,
rain clouds over the hospital
a formation of B-52 bombers.



Overture to Martyrdom — George Held
“France murdered your father.”—Toussaint L’Ouverture to his son

It’s a serious business
Rallying the rabble vs. authority
Because for every L’Ouverture
There’s a Jeanne d’Arc,
The one opening freedom
For all Haitian souls
Till despotism returned,  
The other unhorsed to face
Ecclesiastical justice;
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The one named governor for life,
Then exiled till death,
The other bathed in glory
For a historical moment,
Then burnt by the English
In Brittany, yet later retried,
And, finally, beatified.



Where Are the Birds — Wayne Hogan

The wind is
blowing hard.  The trees
are rocking back
and forth.  Dead leaves
race across the dying lawn.
Squirrels scamper 
to and fro, uncertain
which way to go.
Some cars pass by.
One is red.
Where are the birds?
Where are the birds?
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